Encompass LO Connect™

Empower your loan officers to do more while away from their desk.

Instead of adding more software or complexity, LO Connect™ is the Encompass® mobile solution for LOs on the go.

In today's competitive mortgage industry, service could mean the different between closing a loan or missing an opportunity. Empower a more effective and efficient sales force with the capabilities to move loans forward while away from their desks.

LOs can own their success and stay engaged with consumers, referral partners, and underwriters at any time from anywhere for no additional cost to Encompass users.

LO Connect can help you originate more loans and reduce closing times:

- Instantly provide a potential borrower with loan scenarios that match their needs and eligibility earlier in the process
- See incomplete applications from Encompass Consumer Connect® and quickly turn them into loans
- See all of your opportunities and their eligibility status at a glance
- Speed up the disclosure process by requesting eConsent and eSigning loan documents
- Price loans and lock in pricing with Encompass Product & Pricing Service or Optimal Blue®
- Seamlessly leverage automated underwriting with Fannie Mae’s Desktop Underwriter® or Freddie Mac Loan Product Advisor℠
- Easily order and manage services from one screen

Benefits

- Originate from anywhere
- Real time access to loan files from your mobile device
- Deliver superior customer service from anywhere at anytime
- Stay compliant throughout the loan lifecycle

Reach us at 1-888-955-9100 or sales@elliemae.com to learn more.
Arm your LOs and your organization for success

Encompass LO Connect is an essential part of a True Digital Mortgage. By performing tasks as soon as they need to no matter where they are, LOs are able to keep loans moving forward and deliver a superior borrower experience.

- Originate a loan from wherever you are
- See all of your opportunities and their eligibility status
- Find the best scenario for the consumer
- Expedite the eConsent process